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Big 12 plot thickens with developments
By Jillian Bliss
Daily Texan Staff
Dan Beebe  





Professor Emeritus Claud 
Bramblett will discuss the 
science of scenes from “Planet 
of the Apes” and “Project Nim” 
at 6 p.m. in WEL 1.308.
Business time
The McCombs School of 
Business will seek input from 
students about future tuition. 




Death Cab for Cutie will play 
a set with Telekinesis at the 
Austin Music Hall. Tickets start 
at $37.50 and doors open at 7 
p.m.
Want to learn how to manage 









of human rights has 
been very difficult. 
Border patrol has ha-
rassed many Lati-
no citizens and legal 
residents.
Quote to note
Pu Ying Huang | Daily Texan Staff 
To keep her outdoor climbing skills intact, biochemistry senior Angela Edwards practices at Gregory Gym’s rock wall for the first time Monday afternoon. Students new or experi-
enced to the sport may purchase day or semester bouldering passes either online or in GRE 2.200.
Foreigner helped launch Chinese punk
CHICANA continues on PAGE 2
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After a trouncing by OU, Mack Brown’s 
outlook on OSU isn’t too reassuring
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UT a lumnus  and  c ur rent 
high school physics teacher Da-
vid O’Dell is not usually the one 
to bring up the subject of Chi-
nese punk rock, but if asked, he 
would be able to explain in detail 
how he helped start the Chinese 
punk rock genre. 
O’Dell talked about the com-
ing-of-age for Chinese punk 
rock at a presentation featuring 
his new book “Inseparable: The 
Story of Chinese Punk Rock” on 
Monday. 
“The book’s titled ‘Inseparable’ 
and it’s because the development 
of the punk rock scene and my 
arrival in China and helping put 
together the scene, were actual-
ly so intertwined,” O’Dell said. 
“My personal time in Beijing 
and the Chinese punk rock scene 
were almost one in the same. I 
helped start the first shows and 
helped develop the first band be-
fore there were any other for-
eigners in the underground mu-
sic scene.”
Beginning in 1995 he helped 
start two bands with an unknown 
word and genre called “punk,” 
and now there is an entire Chi-
nese genre of punk, O’Dell said.
“We kind of started the punk 
revolution and ignited the punk 
scene,” O’Dell said. “This is what 
the book is about. I wrote about 
that development.”
To begin his presentation, 
O’Dell started with a reading 
from the prologue of his book 
and proceeded to various ex-
cerpts throughout it. After read-
ing an excerpt from his book 
he would then play a song from 
the first and second-generation 
PUNK continues on PAGE 2
Pu Ying Huang | Daily Texan Staff 
Former punk band member David O’Dell shares excerpts from his new 
book “Inseperable: The Story of Chinese Punk Rock.”
By Brianna Pelayo
Daily Texan Staff
 DALLAS — If it were all about 
maximizing revenue, the Big 12 as 
it had existed until two years ago 
may have been saved, said former 
Big 12 Commissioner Dan Beebe .
“If they had done what I had ad-
vocated for two years ago, then I 
don’t think any of the institutions, 
including Nebraska or Colorado 
would have had any reason to cite 
the reasons they did to leave,” Bee-
be said.
In an interview with The Dai-
ly Texan, Beebe said college sports 
world’s two-year obsession with 
conference realignment was a 
snowball effect starting with the 
Big Ten and Pac-10 conference’s 
desires to expand. The perception 
of instability in Beebe’s Big 12 that 
followed led to a constant round of 
speculation as to which pieces in 
the conference would fall next. Bee-
be maintains that, had schools giv-
en his policy a shot as well as waited 
for his assessment of the Longhorn 
Network, Texas’ controversial $300 
million television deal with ESPN, 
the conference had the ability to re-
main stable.
“My first year in the conference, 
I advocated for more equitable rev-
enue sharing, and also two years 
ago I advocated for sharing me-
dia rights more, or at least defining 
which rights the conference had to 
sell and which ones the institutions 
maintained,” he said. “Unfortunate-
ly [the original Big 12 teams] didn’t 
take those actions.”
Then why didn’t the other 
schools just agree to his plan and 
save two years of headache? Bee-
be said the Big 12 was one of the 
few conferences that wanted to 
give schools the right to broadcast 
some of its own games. This is why 
its teams were able to move around 
so easily, because unlike in the oth-
er conferences where the television 
rights were handed to the confer-
ence leaders, the schools in the Big 
12 had more power.
“It was against how the Big 12 al-
ways operated, where the commis-
sioner had to go negotiate a deal 
first and the schools would decide 
 TCU athletic officials announced 
Monday night the Horned Frogs 
will fill an open slot in the Big 
12 Conference. 
The TCU Board of Trustees unan-
imously approved the invitation to 
join the conference, and the Horned 
Frogs will be reunited with the Long-
horns on July 1, 2012, as both teams 
formerly played in the Southwest 
Conference from 1923 to 1996. 
“I think it’s a homerun,” said Tex-
as head football coach Mack Brown. 
“[TCU] has won as much as anybody. 
They were the Rose Bowl champs last 
year and have been to a couple BCS 
games as of late, so I think they’re 
very deserving. I know our staff will 
be excited about it, and I think our 
players will be excited about it.”
TCU formerly announced accep-
tance of an invitation to move to the 
Big East in November 2010, but opt-
ed to join the Big 12 after the Big East 
was reduced to six football schools 
when Syracuse and Pittsburgh re-
vealed they were headed for the ACC. 
Missouri has also considered a move 
to the SEC.
The Horned Frogs, who beat 
Wisconsin in the 2011 Rose Bowl 
to cap off a 13-0 season last year, 
Three coffins bearing the in-
scription “rest in peace” and a 
life-size doll with a noose around 
its neck displayed in front of 
her office were only some of the 
ways men intimidated Anna Ni-
eto Gomez, former female leader 
of the United Mexican American 
Students at CSU Long Beach.
Nieto Gomez’s story is one 
of many that UCLA professor 
Maylei Blackwell includes in her 
newly released book “¡Chicana 
Power! Contested Histories of 
Feminism in the Chicano Move-
ment,” which she discussed 
on Monday at the Center for 
Mexican American Studies in the 
Student Activities Center.
Through a series of oral histo-
ries, Blackwell tells the “real” sto-
ry, asserting that women were 
active in the 1960s Chicano civil 
rights movement but are largely 
left out of documented history. 
“Women played a tremendous 
and central role in the struggles 
for civil rights and in many of the 
histories written, the men often 
get more credit,” said Deborah 
Paredez, director for UT’s Center 
for Mexican American studies. 
Blackwell said she spent 20 
years sifting through archives, 
following paper trails and talk-
ing with Chicana women to cre-
ate the first book-length account 






BEEBE continues on PAGE 10
TCU continues on PAGE 8
Texas Christian University 
excited to accept invitation 
to join Big 12 Conference 
Author remembers  
role of feminists in 
Chicano Movement
Conference had chance to 
be saved from realignment, 
former commissioner says
Camping out
SANCHEZ BUILDING, 1912 
Speedway
Criminal Trespass Warning: A UT 
staff member discovered a non-
UT subject sleeping on the west 
side of the building. During 
the investigation, the officers 
located the subject inside an 
established campsite. The 
subject was issued a written 
Criminal Trespass Warning and 




The Texas Student Media Board of Operating 
Trustees has an opening for one student board 
member to fi ll a College of Communications 
unexpired term from October to May 2012.
This board oversees the largest student media program in the 
United States with a budget of $2.3 million, a professional 
staff of 18 and student staffs totaling 300 on payroll and 300 
volunteers.
Your job as a board member?
*Adopt annual budget
*Review monthly income and expenses
*Select KVRX station manager, TSTV station manager, 
Travesty and Cactus editors, Daily Texan managing editor
*Certify candidates seeking election to TSM board and for 
Texan editor
*Review major purchase requests
Time commitment? 
About fi ve hours per month (one meeting, reading before 
meeting, committee work).  
Pick up an application at the Hearst Student Media building 
(HSM), 25th and Whitis Ave, Room 3.304, or print a 
application from our website: http://www.utexas.edu/tsm/





Assigned Garage Parking Available!
THE CASTILIAN RESIDENCE HALL
across the street from UT
2323 San Antonio St.
478-9811 (ask for Heather)
www.thecastilian.com
GOT PARKING?
SPACES ARE LIMITED & GOING FAST!
plus t/s
20 Mountains. 5 Resorts. 1 Price.
breckenridge
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99% of the couches are held by 1% of the 
basement. OCCUPY COMICS
COPYRIGHT
Copyright 2011 Texas Student 
Media. All articles, photographs 
and graphics, both in the print and 
online editions, are the property of 
Texas Student Media and may not be 
reproduced or republished in part or 
The Texan strives to present all information 
fair ly,  accurately  and completely.  I f 
we have made an error, let us know 
The Sanger Learning and 
Career Center recently moved 
into the School  of  Under-
graduate Studies, but it has 
a l re a dy  b e e n  a i d i ng  s tu -
dents by providing resourc-
es and staff to help freshman 
and other students struggling 
with academics. 
The center, located in Jest-
er West, was previously part of 
the Division of Student Affairs 
and is a recent addition to the 
UGS. The center works close-
ly with UGS and other colleg-
es on campus. It not only pro-
vides tutoring and academ-
ic counseling, but also assis-
tance with exploring graduate 
school and career options. 
“We see about three-fourths 
of the freshman class each 
year,” said Sanger Learning 
and Career Center director 
Alan Constant. “Primarily, we 
focus on courses first-year stu-
dents will take.” 
Constant said the center’s 
most popular services are the 
tutoring services, which serve 
over 3,000 students every year. 
Sanger offers both appoint-
ment tutoring and drop-in 
tutoring, available for many 
mathematics and natural sci-
ences courses.  
“I think it’s really helpful,” 
said freshman Karen Sanchez, 
a frequent visitor to Sanger. 
“Especially if it’s your fresh-
man year, when you’re kind of 
lost and don’t know where to 
go.”
Tutor Jenny Chen, a Plan 
II and economics junior, said 
that tutoring is most beneficial 
for students who are already 
working hard to excel.  
“Sometimes the student says, 
‘Thank you, that helped me so 
much,’” said Chen, who tutors 
calculus, economics and sta-
tistics. “But it depends on the 
student and how much they’re 
investing in the class.” 
The center gives students the 
opportunity to schedule tutor-
ing sessions to refresh their 
skills throughout the semester 
and final exam review sessions 
towards the end of the semes-
ter, Constant said.  
Supplemental instruction 
is another service offered by 
the center. Constant said this 
program trains teaching assis-
tants and adds discussion sec-
tions to large classes. He also 
said it’s one of the largest pro-
grams and one that many stu-
dents aren’t aware of.  
While Constant said many 
of the center’s programs are fo-
cused on first and second-year 
students, he also mentioned 
the programs for upper divi-
sion and graduate students, 
including the PLUS program, 
in which upper-division stu-
dents are trained to lead study 
groups, and the graduate writ-
ing service.
“We try to meet students 
from the time they arrive on 
campus all the way through 
their graduate careers,”  he 
said. “If we don’t have what 
they need, we’ll find someone 
on campus who can help.” 
Learning center moves into 
undergraduate studies school











“If we only tell the great male 
narrative, we do a disservice to 
the memory of the acts of great-
ness from everyday people, like 
the thousands and thousands of 
Chicanos and Chicanas who spoke 
out,” Blackwell said. 
Feminism started right at the 
heart of the movement rather 
than later on, Blackwell said. 
Anna Nieto Gomez said she 
contested the male-dominat-
ed Chicano movement by break-
ing off from it and helping create 
the Hijas de Cuauhtémoc, one of 
the first Latin American feminist 
organizations.
The word “Chicano” means “the 
people,” Nieto Gomez said, but 
she soon realized that the Chica-
no goals were only for men. 
“There was so much hate, it 
forced the Chicanas out of the 
Chicano movement,” she said. 
“The movement failed us.” 
Mexican-American ethnic stud-
ies junior Marianna Anaya said 
things have changed since Nieto 
Gomez’s time, but not by much.
“I don’t think a lot of people 
recognize that because they say 
‘Oh, racism is so over and so back 
in the day,’ but we live it every sin-
gle day,” Anaya, cofounder of La 
Colectiva Femenil, a campus or-
ganization for Chicanas, said.
At the event Nieto Gomez chal-
lenged historical documents that 
suggest the “Chicana doesn’t want 
to be liberated” and told students 
to continue collecting Chicana 
stories and documents in order 
to combat stereotypes that they 
didn’t significantly contribute to 
the movement.
“We didn’t have a place in Chi-
cano male-dominated places, 
but we also didn’t have a place 
as women of color,” Anaya said. 
“Even among white feminists 
we don’t have a place, so that is 
why we formed La Colectiva Fe-
menil, so that we can have these 
conversations.” 
Fanny Trang | Daily Texan Staff 
Maylei Blackwell, assistant professor at UCLA and author of “¡Chicana 
Power! Contested Histories of Feminism in the Chicano Movement,” 
presents her first book at the SAC on Monday. 
CHICANA continues from PAGE 1
Chinese punk rock bands.
“The presentation is me tell-
ing their story,” O’Dell said. 
“It’s about the Chinese mu-
sicians and their music, the 
clubs, the venues and the peo-
ple that helped to make the 
scene what it is today.”
During the presentation, 
translations of the lyrics to 
the bands’ songs were dis-
played on a screen, an uncom-
mon thing to see, according to 
O’Dell. 
UT was the first stop on 
O’Dell’s book tour. He will 
soon go to Houston and New 
York to give similar presen-
tations telling the real story 
about the coming of Chinese 
punk rock. 
“The most important thing 
is for people to learn about 
Chinese punk rock because I 
want the story to be correct,” 
O’Dell said. “I feel that I saw 
something incredibly special 
in the people I was with and 
I wanted to remember that, 
and I wanted to make sure 
others remembered how it 





We try to meet 
students from the 
time they arrive 
on campus all the 
way through their 
graduate careers.
 — Alan Constant, center director
PUNK continues from PAGE 1
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NEW YORK — Just last week, 
a bear market seemed inevitable. 
Since then stocks have surged four 
out of the past five days, bringing 
the S&P 500 index up 8.7 percent.
The latest jump came Mon-
day after the leaders of France 
and Germany pledged to come up 
with a far-reaching solution to the 
region’s debt crisis by the end of 
the month.
The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age soared 330 points, its biggest 
one-day gain since Aug. 11. It has 
gained 7.3 percent over the past 
five days. Bank of America Corp. 
jumped 6.4 percent, the most of 
the 30 stocks in the Dow.
Sharp turnarounds in the mar-
ket have become increasing-
ly common. Last Tuesday, the 
S&P 500 traded 20 percent be-
low its recent peak in April. Had 
it closed at or below that level, it 
would have met the definition of a 
bear market.
Instead, the S&P began a ral-
ly that continued through Mon-
day. The gains were extraordinari-
ly broad; only 5 stocks in the S&P 
500 index fell, and ten stocks rose 
for every one that fell on the New 
York Stock Exchange.
As in many recent days, a 
good part of the increase came 
at the final minutes of trading. 
The Dow rose 100 points in the 
last half-hour.
German Chancellor Angela 
Merkel and French President Ni-
colas Sarkozy said Sunday they 
would finalize a comprehensive 
response to the debt crisis by the 
end of the month, including a 
plan to make sure European banks 
have adequate capital. Investors 
have been worried that Europe-
an leaders weren’t moving quickly 
enough to contain the fallout from 
a default by Greece’s government.
Investors have been worried 
that a default by Greece could 
cause the value of Greek bonds 
held by those banks to plunge, 
hurting their balance sheets. U.S. 
banks would also be affected if 
Greece goes through a messy de-
fault, since they own Greek bonds 
and also have close ties to Europe-
an banks.
Stocks rise on European debt solutions
Richard Drew | Associated Press
Specialist James Denaro works the floor of the New York Stock Exchange on Monday, as a pending deal to aid European banks sent stocks into a rally.
Big Ben could become 
leaning tower of London
LONDON — Big Ben has a 
little bend.
Experts say the neogothic clock 
tower — one of the world’s most 
recognizable landmarks — is gen-
tly leaning to one side. Documents 
recently published by Britain’s Par-
liament show that the top of its 
gilded spire is nearly 18 inches out 
of line.
The 315-foot tower is leaning in 
the northwest direction at an angle 
of 0.26 degrees, according to a re-
port from 2009.
But there’s no cause for alarm, 
experts said. It would take thou-
sands of years before the London 
landmark’s tilt matches that of the 
Leaning Tower of Pisa.
The clock tower — colloquial-
ly known as Big Ben — has been 
slightly off center since it was erect-
ed in the mid-19th century. Like 
many old buildings, its position has 
been shifting due to environmental 
factors such as seasonal tempera-
ture and moisture level changes.
“We’re talking about unbeliev-
ably small movements,” said John 
Burland, an engineering professor 
at Imperial College London who 
has been involved in the study on 
the tower.
“At the present rate, it will be 
10,000 years before we reach that,” 
he added.
Even so, the tilt might now be just 
about visible to the naked eye.
“Anyone who stands there and 
looks may say ‘I don’t think it’s 
vertical,’ and they are quite right,” 
he said.
Most of the tilt took place dur-
ing the first years when the tow-
er was being built, likely due to 
nonuniform ground conditions, 
Burland said.
Mike McCann, who’s charged 
with looking after the tower’s clock-
work, shrugged off the problem, 
saying that such imperfections were 
a fact of life for older buildings.
“The Victorians didn’t have la-
sers or modern surveying equip-
ment,” said McCann, whose official 
title is Keeper of the Great Clock. 
“It was never going to be straight to 
start with.”
Matt Dunham | Associated Press
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While many UT students geared up for a 
trip to Dallas on Friday, Austin’s City Coun-
cil made a controversial and highly ques-
tionable decision regarding a seemingly 
innocuous topic: election dates. Instead of 
moving the 2012 municipal elections to No-
vember, the council voted 4-3 to keep them 
in May. The highly symbolic move signifi-
cantly limits the principle of democracy in 
Austin while simultaneously creating a de 
facto limitation on the student vote.
A new state law allows for cities to move 
their municipal elections from May to No-
vember. The arguments in favor of such 
a move are numerous and incontrovert-
ible. In the last city council election, an 
abysmal 7.4 percent of registered Austin 
residents voted, according to city data . In 
stark contrast, November elections in Tra-
vis County have consistently seen voter 
turnout above 30 percent. It would make 
sense that elected officials would be in sup-
port of an opportunity to engage more citi-
zens in voting during municipal elections. 
However, four of our council members
apparently disagree. 
Mayor Pro Tem Sheryl Cole and council 
members Bill Spelman, Kathie Tovo and 
Laura Morrison have cited concern over vio-
lating Austin’s charter as the reason for their 
opposition. Cole said that a vote “against 
the charter provision” would go against her 
mandate as an elected municipal official in 
Austin, according to the Austin American-
Statesman . However, this reasoning is bla-
tantly illogical. SB 100, the state resolution 
that legitimizes the move, specifically de-
clares that the state law “supersedes a city 
charter provision that requires a different 
general election date.”
So why are these four council members 
still opposed when their stated rationale is 
patently illegitimate? To be fair, they have 
expressed a desire for formal voter approv-
al, but the issue is much more complicated 
than it seems. According to the States-
man , Spelman argued recently that “we’re 
not doing [voters] any favors” by moving 
the election to November, implying that 
the electorate doesn’t endorse the switch. 
In actuality, a poll by Littlefield Research 
proved that 75 percent of traditional Aus-
tin municipal voters support the November 
election. How can a measure that involves 
more citizens in the decision-making pro-
cess and is overwhelmingly supported by 
those same citizens do a disservice to the 
population? As is the case in most matters 
concerning elections, it seems the culprit is
political ambition.
The feigned concern about the charter 
seems to be merely a symptom of self-inter-
est on the part of some council members. 
Austin’s so-called political “elites” have 
traditionally wielded considerable power 
in May elections. It turns out that support 
from these Democratic clubs and organiza-
tions is “key to the prospects of Sheryl Cole 
and Bill Spelman,” who are considering run-
ning against current Mayor Lee Leffingwell 
next year, according to the Statesman . 
Their refusal to move the election to 
November can be seen as a political move 
calculated to undermine Leffingwell. It’s 
a travesty of democracy when dissatisfac-
tion with a mayor, whether justified or not, 
supplants the desire to enhance the level of 
public involvement in elections.
For students, the issue is of particular 
concern. Currently, the May elections fall 
during finals week. College students, usu-
ally sleep-deprived and singularly-focused 
during their exams, do not have the op-
portunity to participate in elections as they 
might if the election were at another time. 
Likewise, any possible run-off elections 
take place during June, a time when most 
students go back home or are away on va-
cation. Moving the election to November 
would substantially increase the number of 
students able to vote.
Moreover, keeping the election in May is 
not just damaging to democracy and voter 
involvement generally; it is also economi-
cally negligent. Refusing to move the elec-
tion to November will cost the city around 
$1 million in new voting equipment, said 
Travis County clerk Dana DeBeauvoir, ac-
cording to Community Impact Newspaper . 
Just a few months ago, massive cuts were 
made to many city programs because of 
a lack of funding. Paying extra money to 
have fewer people vote is an idea that has 
rightfully been described by Leffingwell as
“fiscally irresponsible.”
The hard facts in favor of the November 
election heavily outweigh the arguments 
made by proponents of the status quo. Keep-
ing municipal elections in May during 2012 
will preserve low levels of voter turnout and 
cost the city money. Councilwoman Laura 
Morrison wrote in a Statesman column last 
week, “There is no compelling or pragmatic 
reason” to shift the election date. If saving 
money and involving more people in voting 
are not compelling enough reasons, what 
are? As long as our city council members 
are willing to perpetuate low voter turnout, 
students have every reason to be worried.
Katsounas is a business and government sophomore.
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Stephanie Eisner | Daily Texan Staff
Last week, the world mourned the loss of Steve Jobs to pancreatic 
cancer. Unlike many other well-known  gures, Jobs’ direct and in-
direct contributions to society are every bit tangible. He’s the reason 
the song “You’ve Got a Friend in Me” gets stuck in our head and, 
consequently, the reason we can pull out a 32-gigabyte testament to 
human ingenuity to listen to it over and over again. Jobs was an in-
novator, a visionary and, of course, a college dropout.
 at didn’t stop Reed College, the destination of Jobs’ semester-
long postsecondary rendezvous, to unveil an honoring of one of its 
“most visionary former students” on its website. 
 is kind of phenomenon takes place at UT as well. Last year, the 
Texas Exes — which, for that matter, does not limit its membership 
to alumni or even former UT attendees — revealed a list of Extraor-
dinary Exes in celebration of its 125 years of existence. Longhorn leg-
ends such as Dell-founder Michael Dell, broadcaster Walter Cronkite, 
businessman Red McCombs, NBA star Kevin Durant, Olympic gold 
medalist Mary Lou Retton, Charlie’s Angels icon Farrah Fawcett, for-
mer Texas Lt. Gov. Ben Barnes and former U.S. Speaker of the House 
Sam Rayburn all fall short of being traditional alumni. 
And this illustrates higher education’s dropout paradox: that a uni-
versity’s poster children of success may be the same poster children 
that critics point to when those individuals are reduced to a num-
ber or a percentage of the “did not graduate” persuasion. While their 
achievements may be boundless, they stand equally degree-less.
Some may point to the paradox as a way to illustrate the insigni -
cance of a university education. A er all, it seems as though college 
was simply a roadblock on their paths to greatness. Yet this assump-
tion misses the well-documented in uence universities had on many 
of the aforementioned dropouts’ successes.
Jobs, in his famous commencement speech at Stanford in 2005, 
talked about how a er dropping out, he stayed at Reed for another 
18 months to audit classes. Without the shackles of prerequisites, he 
credited a calligraphy class he attended as the reason for the Macin-
tosh’s revolutionizing “multiple typefaces and proportionally-spaced 
fonts.”
Dell and notable Harvard dropouts Bill Gates and Mark Zucker-
berg launched their industry-transforming companies from their 
campus dorm rooms. According to his biography, “A Reporter’s Life,” 
Cronkite wrote for  e Daily Texan and said his  rst time in front of 
a microphone was reciting sports scores for UT’s then-radio station, 
KTUT. Before becoming private investigator Jill Munroe for millions 
of ABC viewers in the late 1970s, Fawcett modeled for students and 
faculty at UT’s art department, which got her noticed by several pub-
lications. Durant led the Big 12 in points and rebounds in the 2006-
07 basketball season that solidi ed his status as the second-overall 
pick in the 2007 NBA dra .
 ough seemingly non-traditional, these situations simply illus-
trate what universities have always done best, which is to serve as 
resource centers for society. Universities serve as points of collabora-
tion, boasting pockets of world-class expertise and resources in very 
speci c areas.
However, what Texas’ recent higher education controversy has 
shown is the inherent di  culty in translating the intangible bene ts 
of being a resource center into tangible, measurable outcomes. Hav-
ing a premier conglomeration of top experts in the history of Ameri-
can foreign policy or housing the archives of David Foster Wallace 
are di  cult to measure in dollar, cents and productivity hours.
 is is at the root for the push to increase graduation rates. Institu-
tions have signi cant administrative discretion to create policies that 
push students to graduate on time. Pledging to increase four- and 
six-year graduation rates is essentially an agreement between the 
University and the state that says, “We’ll promise to take care of this 
as long as you promise to leave us alone.”
 e University’s real focus should be on  nding avenues for 
students and the community to tap into and contribute to the in-
stitution’s rich resource centers. UT’s Intellectual Entrepreneurship 
Consortium is a leader in experimenting with creative programs to 
connect students to those resources, but it would require greater sup-
port for it to  ourish.  e Texas Center for Education Policy works 
to bridge the gap between community and academia but is more of 
an exception than the norm. Engagement initiatives like these would 
enhance and broaden the student experience at the University and 
better equip it on its mission to work for the betterment of society.
Jobs and his dropout colleagues listed above happened to tap into 
the university resources that changed their lives — as well as all of 
ours. Jobs  nished his Stanford commencement speech by quoting 
the last words published in the Whole Earth Catalog: “stay hungry, 
stay foolish.” Students come into the university with both hunger and 
foolishness. Let’s not let that go to waste.
— Shabab Siddiqui for the editorial board.
Email your Firing Lines to firingline@dailytexanonline.com. Letters must be 
more than 100 and fewer than 300 words. The Texan reserves the right to 
edit all submissions for brevity, clarity and liability.
SUBMIT A FIRING LINE
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The city of Austin is facing legal 
challenges over the constitutionality of 
an ordinance requiring pregnancy re-
source centers to publicly announce 
they do not perform abortions, re-
fer individuals to abortion related re-
sources or provide contraception.
The Texas Center for Defense of 
Life, Law of Life Project, Alliance De-
fense Fund and Liberty Institute are 
representing Austin area pro-life preg-
nancy resource centers who say the 
city is violating their First Amend-
ment rights as well as attacking their 
moral position on abortion.
The clinics filing suit are defined by 
the city code as limited service preg-
nancy centers and are required to post 
a notice in both English and Spanish 
stating, “This center does not provide 
abortions or refer to abortion provid-
ers. This center does not provide or re-
fer to providers of U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration approved birth con-
trol drugs and medical devices.” 
Failure to comply with the ordi-
nance is a class C misdemeanor which 
is the same category as public intoxica-
tion and disorderly conduct. Not pub-
lishing the information is punishable 
by a $250 first-time offense.
Stephen Casey, vice president and 
chief counsel of the Texas Center for 
Defense of Life, said the city ordinance 
is clearly violating the Constitution be-
cause it is regulating the moral opin-
ions of Austin residents for political 
reasons. 
“The government can’t force peo-
ple to choose sides between two view-
points in a political issue,” Casey said. 
“They passed this ordinance because 
public opinion on abortion is at an all 
time low, and they are unfairly trying 
to compete with pro-life centers.”
Casey said he thinks the lawsuit 
will be successful because similar ordi-
nances have already been struck down 
by federal courts as unconstitutional 
in Maryland and New York.
The lawsuit was officially filed on 
Thursday and could potentially take 
up to a year to be decided on, Casey 
said.
Alexandra Messenger, member of 
the Feminist Action Project Confer-
ence and women’s and gender stud-
ies and studio art senior, said the city 
ordinance is needed to accurately in-
form women of all the possible re-
sources available to them. 
Messenger said pro-life clinics base 
the information they give to clients on 
their moral, religious or political agen-
da, which rules out mentioning abor-
tion or contraceptives.
“For a lot women, these clinics are 
all that’s available,” Messenger said. 
“The women hope to get accurate in-
formation, but some of these places 
don’t give it to them.”
Executive director of Austin Lif-
eCare Pam Cobern said in the Oct. 
6 press release that the ordinance is 
unjustifiably punishing businesses 
that only want to serve the commu-
nity according to their moral view-
points. 
“We as Texans and American cit-
izens should be allowed to serve the 
less fortunate in a manner consistent 
without beliefs, without fear of pun-
ishment from a city government that 
has a political disagreement with our 
message,” Cobern said.
Photojournalism senior Caryn 
Werner said she thinks the city 
should not interfere with the speech 
rights of private businesses.
Victoria Montalvo | Daily Texan Staff 
The Austin Pregnancy Resource Center on Rio Grande street is one of the pregnancy clinics filing suit against the city of Austin because the cen-
ters are required to post signs stating that they do not provide abortions or birth control.
Clinics challenge law on services offered signs
By Nick Hadjigeorge
Daily Texan Staff
Student Government has cre-
ated an online scavenger hunt of 
questions and answers about their 
website for “Win Week,” a social 
media blitz in celebration of SG’s 
revamped website, according to 
SG officials. 
Each day this week, SG will post 
a question about the new website 
on their Facebook page and post 
hints to the answer on their Twit-
ter account, said SG spokesper-
son Sydney Fazende. Students 
who answer the questions will 
have chances to win prizes each 
day, leading up to the chance to 
win a pair of Co-op Longhorn 
boots on Friday, Fazende said. 
The questions will encourage stu-
dents to explore UTSG.org for the 
answers and find some of the new 
components of the website, Fa-
zende said. 
The revamped UTSG.org will 
allow SG members to update the 
website faster than ever before 
and give students access to re-
sources where they can reserve 
rooms in the Student Activities 
Center, register student organiza-
tions, apply for funding and other 
things they weren’t able to do on 
the old website, Fazende said. 
“It’s unprecedented,” Fazende 
said. “It’s another way for SG to 
be a little more transparent. I 
want to make SG accessible in the 
most and best ways possible.”
As the days progress, the win-
dow of time for submitting an-
swers will get smaller, Fazende 
said. Funds from Co-op boots 
go towards the Rebecca Carre-
on Scholarship, which is based on 
merit and need, she said.
The new website, which will 
include a calendar with dates for 
SG and other student organiza-
tions that SG provides funding 
for, will be a good way for stu-
dents to keep track of what’s go-
ing on around campus, SG presi-
dent Natalie Butler said.
“We’re really excited,” she said. 
“It’s a useful way for students to 
get what they need and find out 
what’s going on around campus 
and in Student Government.”
The question and answer sys-
tem is a fun way to get the word 
out about the revamped UTSG.
org, journalism freshman Stepha-
nie Jones said. As long as students 
take the time to actually look 
through the website instead of an-
swering questions quickly just to 
win a prize, “Win Week” will be 
a good way to educate students 
about the website, Jones said.
“The prizes are a good way to 
get people to answer questions,” 
she said. “I think it’s a good idea if 
it’s publicized well enough.”
By Allie Kolechta
Daily Texan Staff
SG online scavenger hunt 
promotes updated website
Photo courtesy of SG 
The National Academy for Kine-
siology honored three College of Ed-
ucation professors for their contribu-
tions to their field, the University an-
nounced Friday.
Two of the honorees, Janice Todd 
and Jody Jensen, professors in the De-
partment of Kinesiology and Health 
Education, have been inducted into 
the academy as fellows and have 
brought the total number of NAK 
members at the University to six. In 
addition, Waneen Spirduso, Kinesi-
ology and Health Education profes-
sor emeritus, was honored with the 
H. Clarke Hetherington Award, the 
highest accolade given by the NAK.  
To be a member of the NAK, one 
must also have shown a significant 
contribution to the study of and ap-
plication of the art and science of hu-
man movement and physical activity.
“It is obviously very gratify-
ing to be included in this special 
group of scholars,” Todd said. “I 
am deeply honored.”
The National Academy for Kine-
siology meets annually to honor pro-
fessors on their contributions in the 
field of kinesiology and health edu-
cation. Individuals have to be nomi-
nated by a member of the academy in 
order to be considered for member-
ship and special awards.  
Todd started an academic jour-
nal called “Iron Game History: The 
Journal of Physical Culture” and 
founded the H.J. Lutcher Stark Cen-
ter. She was sponsored by many pro-
fessors from various universities, in-
cluding the University of British Co-
lumbia and George Mason Univer-
sity. Todd’s main sponsor was col-
league Spirduso. Todd said she was 
inducted into the NAK because she 
helped create a new academic field of 
physical culture studies. 
“Jable, Wiggins and Vertinsky are 
perhaps the most famous scholars in 
the field of sport history, so to have 
them nominate and sponsor meant a 
great deal to me.” Todd said.
Jensen, another inductee, said no 
single contribution qualifies a schol-
ar for induction into the academy. 
One of her accomplishments was co-
founding the University of Texas Au-
tism Project, a research and com-
munity outreach program focusing 
on services, knowledge and the best 
practices related to living and work-
ing, with families affected by autism 
spectrum disorders. 
The third member, Spirduso, was 
honored at the conference with the 
Hetherington Award. Spirduso re-
tired in May of last year, making him 
eligible to receive this award.
“The Hetherington Award is a 
career award, that is, only persons 
who have retired are eligible for it,” 
Spirduso said. “So the fact that I 
was awarded this honor only four 
months after I was eligible from this 
academy for which I have so much 
respect, gave me a feeling that my 
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Eighteen-year-old Esequiel Her-
nandez Jr. was shot and killed by a 
Marine while tending to his fami-
ly’s livestock in Redford, Texas, near 
the U.S.-Mexico border. The corpo-
ral who fired the shot believed he was 
killing an enemy involved in drug 
trafficking, but instead, he slaugh-
tered an innocent young man, said 
sociology professor and immigration 
expert Timothy Dunn.
Instances like this were covered in 
“Contested Terrain: Undocument-
ed Migration and Enforcement at the 
U.S-Mexico Border,” a workshop pre-
sented by the Teresa Lozano Long In-
stitute of Latin American Studies and 
the Mexican Center. The workshop 
was introduced by two sociology pro-
fessors and featured presentations by 
professors from various universities 
and experts on the topic.  
Dunn, a sociology professor at Salis-
bury University in Maryland, told Her-
nandez‘s story to highlight issues that 
have risen out of the border conflicts. 
“The enforceability of human rights 
has been very difficult,” Dunn said. 
“Border patrol has harassed many La-
tino citizens and legal residents.”
Dunn talked about Operation 
Blockade/Hold-the-Line, an opera-
tion to deter illegal aliens from cross-
ing the border in El Paso and the law-
suits that followed to limit the abus-
es of legal citizens. His talk intro-
duced a human rights perspective of 
patrolling the border that is some-
times overlooked in favor of reports 
on battling drug cartels and keeping 
the border secure. 
“We’re primarily interested in this 
situation to make policy suggestions,” 
said sociology professor Bryan Rob-
erts. “It’s unfortunately gotten very 
mixed up with the drug issue.”
The workshop also featured talks by 
Rene Zenteno, an author and editor of 
many books on Mexican migration, 
Jennifer Correa, an assistant sociolo-
gy professor at the Unversity of Wis-
consin-Parkside who researched con-
struction of the U.S. border fence and 
David Spener, a sociology professor at 
Trinity University and author and edi-
tor of books about the border.
Monday’s workshop was preceded 
by several unfortunate and unexpect-
ed events along the border last week, 
including the deaths of two Mexican 
men in the San Diego area who tried 
to enter the country illegally via the 
ocean, according to the Austin Ameri-
can-Statesman. The article said 14 oth-
ers on the same boat as the men killed 
were chased down by Border Patrol 
agents in an effort to keep them from 
entering the country.
Last July, 25 suspected members of 
the La Familia cartel were arrested and 
four of those arrests were in Austin 
and Pflugerville, according to another 
Statesman article.  
Sociology professor Nestor Rodri-
guez said Austinites should be paying 
attention to border issues because of 
our close proximity to the border.
“We live near the border. Many 
things that happen actually affect Aus-




Jorge Corona | Daily Texan Staff 
Rene Zenteno looks at biographies of Latino women before speaking at a workshop on migration and 
border issues sponsored by the Teresa Lozano Long Institute of Latin American Studies. Zenteno, Mexico’s 
Undersecretary of the Interior, was one of four presenters at the workshop on Monday.
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New Hampshire turns into GOP battleground
LONDONDERRY, N.H. — Mitt 
Romney’s grip on New Hamp-
shire may be far less secure than 
it seems.
Beneath the conventional wis-
dom, the expectations game and 
the evolving dynamics of a new-
ly settled GOP presidential field, 
there lies a stark reality here: Less 
than 100 days before the nation’s 
first presidential primary election, 
the state’s fickle voters haven’t tuned 
into the race.
That reality was on display 
last week when 10 New Hamp-
shire women, middle-class moth-
ers with a strong voting history, 
shared their perspectives on the 
presidential contest with politi-
cal researchers — and had trouble 
simply naming the candidates.
When asked who was running, 
they cited Romney, the former Mas-
sachusetts governor, and his chief 
rival, Texas Gov. Rick Perry, rela-
tively quickly. One of them tenta-
tively suggested the name of Tex-
as Rep. Ron Paul. But they could 
name no one else. They could not 
recall former Utah Gov. Jon Hunts-
man, who had recently moved his 
national headquarters to a building 
about 10 miles down the road. They 
didn’t mention the only woman in 
the race, Minnesota Rep. Michele 
Bachmann. Nor did they name 
businessman Herman Cain.
“Many primary voters aren’t tru-
ly paying attention to the race right 
now,” said Michael Dennehy, a 
New Hampshire-based Republican 
operative who led Sen. John Mc-
Cain’s presidential campaign four 
years ago.
The full slate of Republican 
presidential candidates is de-
scending upon New Hampshire 
for the first time this week, court-
ing this state’s independent-mind-
ed voters in diners, corner stores 
and town halls before and after 
squaring off in a Tuesday night 
debate at Dartmouth College.
A WMUR Granite State poll re-
leased late Friday showed that Rom-
ney is the current choice of 37 per-
cent of likely New Hampshire Re-
publican primary voters. 
Early polls are hardly predictive. 
The result of the Iowa caucuses — 
tentatively slated for Jan. 3, seven 
days or less before the New Hamp-
shire primary — also will set the 
stage for the contest here.
“ “Many primary voters aren’t truly paying attention to the race right now.
 — Michael Dennehy, Republican operative
 Coming off of its first win of the 
2011 campaign last week at the Jer-
ry Pate Intercollegiate, the men’s 
golf team is poised to make anoth-
er finish atop the leaderboards this 
week in its third tournament of 
the season.
The Longhorns, ranked No. 3 in 
the latest GolfWeek/Nike poll, began 
a two-day, 54-hole tournament at the 
Jack Nicklaus Invitational in Dublin, 
Ohio with a strong performance, 
finishing the day in second place of 
the 12-team field with a score of 575 
(-2) and just one shot behind leader 
Ohio State (574, -1).
Four of the five golfers that Tex-
as sent to the tournament were on 
last week’s squad that took first place 
in Birmingham, Ala., with senior 
Adam Wennerstrom, who shot a 159 
(+15) for the day, being the only new 
addition. Senior Dylan Frittelli, who 
has finished in second place in each 
of his first two tournaments in 2011 
and was named the Big 12 Golfer of 
the Month for September, provided 
his slowest start to an event so far, 
shooting a 146 (+2) in the opening 
round. In addition to the seniors, ju-
nior Julio Vegas, sophomore Toni 
Hakula and freshman Jordan Spieth 
also made the lineup for the Long-
horns for this tournament. Haku-
la shot a 148 (+4) through day one, 
and Vegas tied for sixth among in-
dividual golfers by recording a score 
of 142 (-2).
Spieth has been major reason for 
the Longhorn’s assent to the top of 
the leaderboard at the Jack Nick-
laus Invitational, though, as he re-
corded the second best score over 
day one by shooting a 139 (-5). 
This included a second round 
in which he shot a 66, good for 
6-under-par, and converted four 
consecutive birdies.
Overall, the Longhorns recorded 
the best score of anyone in the sec-
ond round of Day 1’s action, shoot-
ing a 12-under-par score of 276 that 
helped them move into second place 
entering the final day.
Texas will tee off with the first 
group on Tuesday morning at 
8:20, and they will look to add on 
their strong second round per-
formance on Day 1 and com-
pete for their second consecutive 
tournament victory.
 It was disheartening enough to 
get pounded by nearly 40 points, 
especially at the hands of a hat-
ed rival. But to see that your next 
opponent is up 56-7 at halftime?
“That’s a morale booster,” 
head coach Mack Brown joked. 
“I didn’t even show the play-
ers.  Let’s  wait unti l  tomor-
row and let them see how much 
they’re scoring.”
While Oklahoma crushed Tex-
as, 55-17, Saturday, Oklahoma 
State was busy pounding Kan-
sas, 70-28. The Jayhawks scored 
the game’s first touchdown be-
fore the Cowboys scored 56 un-
answered points before halftime. 
The Longhorns had trouble con-
taining a Sooners passing attack 
that saw Landry Jones throw for 
367 yards and three touchdowns 
and will have their hands full 
with an Oklahoma State offense 
that scores a nation’s best 51.4 
 Never have growing pains been 
more evident 
than in Texas’ 55-
17 loss to Oklaho-
ma on Saturday. 






in sync like 
they had in 
t he  pre v i ous 
two games against 
Iowa State and UCLA. 
The Texas offense was on and 
then off the field with three-
and-outs as quickly as Oklaho-
ma quarterback Landry Jones 
was slinging touchdowns to his 
receivers.
As effective as the Sooner re-
ceivers were 
in the game, 
the Longhorn 











v i s  and  B l a i ne 
 It wasn’t the intent, but Mack 
Brown’s opening statement with 
the print media for his Monday 
press conference sounded more 
like a death sentence you’d hear 
before an execution than an actu-
al list of statistics.
“Oklahoma State is No. 1 in 
scoring offense with 51 points 
per game, No. 2 in total offense 
with 577 yards per game, No. 2 
in pass offense with 431 yards per 
game. They had 409 against us last 
year [in Texas’ 33-16 loss in Aus-
tin]. They’re No. 10 in pass effi-
ciency, No. 5 in third-down ef-
ficiency. They’re successful on 
56 percent of their third downs. 
They’re 13th in the country in the 
red zone — 26 touchdowns and 
eight field goals.” 
In fewer words, hold on tight.
The Cowboys will invade Austin 
this weekend with a quarterback 
older than last year’s Super Bowl 
MVP and a receiver who’s better 
than anybody else in the country.
All that means is that, for the 
second straight week, this will be a 
game won or lost in the Texas sec-
ondary. No, the Longhorns cannot 
afford to turn the ball over again 
five times again and yes, some pass 
protection would be nice. But this 
7 SPTS
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Longhorns regroup after fi rst loss
Lawrence Peart | Daily Texan Staff 
Carrington Byndom and the rest of Texas’ defensive backs will take on one of the nation’s best quarterbacks, Oklahoma State’s Brandon Weeden, a week after Oklahoma’s Landry 
Jones picked the Longhorns secondary apart at the Cotton Bowl Saturday. The Cowboys scored a season-high 70 points against Kansas this past weekend.
By Christian Corona
Daily Texan Staff
OSU continues on PAGE 8
Cowboys bring lethal passing 
attack to Austin this weekend
DEFENSE continues on PAGE 8
Shipley, Davis carry




Mary Kang | Daily Texan file photo
Justin Blackmon torched Texas for 145 yards and a touchdown in 
Oklahoma State’s 33-17 win last season.
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UT Total Receiving Yards
By Hank South
Daily Texan Columnist
Oklahoma State’s Weeden, Blackmon to test secondary yet again












After an impressive showing against 
Texas A&M Wednesday, Khat Bell was 
named the Big 12 Rookie of the Week. 
Texas beat the Aggies in straight sets 
last week as Bell notched 12 kills and a 
whopping .611 hiting percentage in her 
Longhorns debut at middle blocker.
Bell kept the Big 12 Rookie of the Week 
honor in Texas for the second straight 
time. Last Monday, Haley Ecerkman 
earned the same accolade after a 20-kill 
effort against Oklahoma Sept. 28 and a 
21-kill performance against Iowa State 
Oct. 2. Bell also earned Big 12 Rookie of 
the Week honors Sept. 19 after racking 
up 34 kills and hitting .359 in three 
matches against Santa Clara, Southern 













Cruz’s extra-inning grand slam 
gives Rangers 2-0 ALCS lead
ARLINGTON — Nelson Cruz hit 
the first game-ending grand slam in 
postseason history, lifting the Texas 
Rangers over the Detroit Tigers 7-3 
in 11 innings Monday for a 2-0 lead 
in the AL championship series.
Cruz doubled early, then hit a ty-
ing home run in the seventh inning. 
His second homer of the game was a 
high drive to left field off Ryan Per-
ry with nobody out in the 11th, and 
came after a misplay in the Detroit 
outfield loaded the bases.
“It was amazing,” Cruz said. 
“First two pitches, I was too aggres-
sive. I hit the ball — foul ball, foul 
ball. So after that, I told myself just 
slow down and try to hit a fly ball to 
the outfield.”
Cruz, hit on the wrist by a pitch 
in the ninth, connected for the fourth 
grand slam in the playoffs this year. 
Ryan Roberts and Paul Goldschmidt 
of Arizona and Robinson Cano of 
the Yankees also hit them.
Game 3 is Tuesday night in De-
troit. Colby Lewis, 4-0 in five ca-
reer postseason starts, pitches for the 
defending AL champion Rangers 
against Doug Fister.
— The Associated Press
SPORTS 
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boast a 4-2 record this sea-
son and have yet  to  lose  a 
conference game.
The Longhorns are 4-1 af-
ter losing their f irst confer-
ence game against Oklahoma 
last weekend. They last played 
TCU in 2007, when they beat 
the Horned Frogs, 34-13.
“We’re proud that TCU has 
been invited to join the Big 12,” 
said UT men’s athletics director 
DeLoss Dodds. “Their commit-
ment to academics and success 
on the field make them an ex-
cellent fit. With a solid budget 
and strong financial support, 
they have been proactive at im-
proving facilities.”
The strong financial support 
Dodds referred to is evident in 
TCU’s $164 million renovation 
of the university’s football sta-
dium, set for completion by fall 
2012. Dodds also said TCU’s 
central location to UT and oth-
er Big 12 schools will facilitate 
travel for both teams.
“It’s  great  for  our  fans ,” 
Brown said. “They can easily 
drive to Fort Worth. We think 
that parents will be able to see 
another away game. That’s not 
the case when you’re traveling 
across the country to play. The 
high school coaches are going 
to get to see them play and the 
players will get home at a de-
cent hour.”
Education sophomore Vic-
toria Elliott said she has many 
friends who attend TCU, and 
she feels the move will bene-
fit their college experience. El-
liott said she believes playing 
more popular schools like UT 
will  grant more exposure to 
TCU and help the university’s 
recruiting efforts.
TCU Chancellor Victor Bo-
schini, Jr. stated similar beliefs 
in a press release issued follow-
ing the announcement.
“Joining the Big 12 connects 
us not only to schools with 
whom we share a rich tradition 
in sports, but also to schools 
committed to academic ex-
cellence,” Boschini said in the 
press release.
Other UT students, such as 
human biology sophomore Mi-
chael Zurcher, think the addi-
tion of TCU to the Big 12 could 
even restore old traditions asso-
ciated with the former South-
west Conference.
“We used to play against 
them in pretty good competi-
tion,” Zurcher said.
Zurcher said he feels officials 
may have totally saved the Big 
12 by bringing in a team with as 
strong of a history as TCU.
is the defense’s turn to prove it is in 
fact the strength of the team.
“It’s important to get back to 
what we’ve been doing,” said senior 
linebacker Keenan Robinson. “As a 
defense, we want the turnovers to 
come and have to play better on 
third down. [Against OU] we did 
things on defense to win the game 
and help the offense, but a few 
plays prevented us from playing at 
the level they want to.”
The Longhorns abide by a 24-
hour rule, meaning that, after Sun-
day, they were no longer think-
ing about the 55-17 loss to Okla-
homa. And here’s some good 
news: The players seemed upbeat 
and confident.
“Last week was a fluke,” Rob-
inson said. “Things happened so 
quickly and snowballed.”
Heck, maybe even too confi-
dent. But there’s nothing wrong 
with that this weekend. Texas is go-
ing to have to believe it actually has 
a chance in this game. That begins 
with members of the torn-apart 
secondary having a short-memory 
— cliche as it sounds.
“You have to have that,” said se-
nior safety Blake Gideon. “You 
can’t let one game or individual 
play affect the next.”
That’ll be big. The age and ex-
perience gap between OSU’s quar-
terback Brandon Weeden — a 
27-year-old former minor league 
pitcher for the New York Yankees’ 
organization — and the Long-
horns’ green secondary is wide. 
Mistakes will be made. Coverag-
es will be busted. Touchdowns will 
be scored.
“They’re incredibly prolific on 
offense,” said senior lineback-
er Emmanuel Acho. “They do a 
great job schematically and in ex-
ecution, they have great talent and 
they’re going to be hard to stop. We 
have to get in the film room and be 
mentally prepared.”
Weeden, who has thrown 15 
touchdowns this year and is com-
pleting 76 percent of his pass-
es,  even has three months 
on the Green Bay Packers’ 
Aaron Rodgers.
“That’s pretty good,” Brown said 
with a laugh.
And his favorite target, wideout 
Justin Blackmon, puts up 100 more 
consistently than my dear mother 
does at Nordstrom: The Biletnikoff 
Award winner has failed to record 
100 or more receiving yards in only 
three of his last 17 games.
“Blackmon plays hard, blocks 
hard and will be a real challenge,” 
Gideon said. “He’s one of the best 
players in the country so you have 
to respect him.”
So there’s your first look at the 
No. 6 Cowboys. Sorry if it was a 
painful one.
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DK Royal - Texas 
Memorial Stadium
Double Coverage &
A Special Thanks  to
FUNFUNFUNFEST.COM
DANZIG / SAMHAIN / DANZIG & DOYLE PERFORM MISFITS
Need to have your 
wisdom teeth  
removed?
Don’t go to extremes.
We have a research study.
Right now, PPD is looking for qualified participants 
for a post-surgical pain relief research study 
of an investigational medication. Surgery for  
qualified study participants will be performed
by a board certified oral surgeon. Financial
compensation is provided upon study completion
and the surgery is performed at no cost.
For information, call  462-0492
Text “PPD” to 48121 to receive study information
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Irby. The trio combined for 
17 catches ,  171 yards and 
one touchdown.
Looking back throughout this 
season, Davis and Shipley have cer-
tainly established themselves as the 
go-to receivers for a pair of young 
quarterbacks. In fact, Shipley has al-
ready caught 25 passes for 369 yards 
and three scores, while Davis has 
hauled in 15 balls for 334 yards and 
one score. The duo has tallied 703 of 
the Longhorns’ 1,082 yards. For any-
one without a calculator on hand, 
that’s 65 percent of the Longhorns’ 
air game. To the statistical eye, one 
wouldn’t believe that this is an of-
fense that likes to spread the ball 
around to different playmakers.
A couple of weeks ago at UCLA, 
D.J. Grant emerged as possibly the 
next great tight end, racking up 
six catches for 77 yards and three 
scores. It must have been Califor-
nia Dreamin’ because since then 
Grant has caught one ball for 19 
yards. When Marquis Goodwin de-
clared his return his return to foot-
ball the week prior to the BYU game, 
much hype was given to his world-
class speed mixed into the versatile 
Texas offense. Since then, Goodwin 
has caught three balls for 15 yards. 
The list can go on about lackluster 
receiving performance.
While some of the blame can be 
placed upon errant throws, it is still 
the receivers’ job to help the quar-
terbacks out. There is far too much 
talent on the Texas sideline for only 
two receivers to be making a ma-
jor impact. It is time for receivers 
like Grant, Goodwin, Darius White 
and DeSean Hales to put up some 
numbers. John Harris being out in-
definitely with a foot injury doesn’t 
help, either.
To co-offensive coordinator 
Bryan Harsin’s credit, a multi-
tude of skill players are seeing 
touches, however the majority 
of the time those touches aren’t 
producing significant yards. Un-
til major fluidity is created be-
tween the quarterbacks and re-
ceiving corps, look for Davis 
and Shipley to continue to carry 
the Texas offense on their backs. 
But it’d be nice if they could get 
some help. 
RECEIVERS continues from PAGE 7 DEFENSE continues from PAGE 7
points per game.
“We ran into a buzzsaw,” Brown 
said. “If we’d have gotten beat 7-6 
or 45-44, we’d have felt better but 
we’d still be 4-1. At the end of the 
day, a loss is a loss.”
Jones, along with wideouts 
Ryan Broyles and Kenny Stills, 
had their way with a Texas sec-
ondary that entered the Red Riv-
er Rivalry as the Big 12’s best pass 
defense. Now, quarterback Bran-
don Weeden, who’s completing 
over 75 percent of his throws, and 
wide receiver Justin Blackmon, 
last year’s Biletnikoff Award win-
ner, are set to come to Austin this 
weekend. Oklahoma State could 
very well present the Longhorns 
defensive backs with an even 
tougher challenge than the one 
it faced at the Cotton Bowl this 
past Saturday.
“If you would have asked me 
Friday night before the game 
if this was going to happen, I 
would’ve said ‘no’ because we pre-
pared and we prepared so well,” 
said senior linebacker Keenan 
Robinson. “[Oklahoma State] is 
probably just as good as or better 
than OU on offense. We’re going 
to focus on hammering the pass, 
hammering the quarterback and 
making him unsure of his reads. 
We didn’t do that well Saturday.”
Texas’ quarterbacks, on the 
other hand, are coming off their 
worst individual performances of 
the season. Case McCoy and Da-
vid Ash each committed their first 
two turnovers of the year and got 
sacked a combined seven times. 
With another top 10 team on the 
horizon, the thought of relying 
on one field general to take all of 
the snaps rather than the current 
two-quarterback system has been 
floated around. For now, there is 
still an “or” between McCoy’s and 
Ash’s names on the depth chart.
“We’re always looking each 
week for the best 11 guys to put 
out there,” said co-offensive co-
ordinator Bryan Harsin. “We’re 
trying to get guys to separate 
throughout practice. The quarter-
back position is no different.”
Despite the lopsided defeat, 
there is some reason for hope. 
Under Brown, Texas has nev-
er lost a game immediately fol-
lowing the Red River Rivalry. 
The Longhorns are 6-8 against 
Oklahoma since Brown, who 
was OU’s offensive coordinator 
in 1984, took over as head coach 
in 1998 but are a perfect 14-0 
in contests right after they face 
the Sooners.
“I realized, after coaching at 
OU, how hard it is to coach the 
week before OU and the week af-
ter,” Brown said. “We made a re-
ally conscious effort to not talk 
about it the week before and to 
put it to bed really quickly, win 
or lose, immediately afterwards 
because it’s such an emotion-
al game and it means so much 
to everybody.”
Excluding the Cowboys’ 37-14 
win over Arizona in its second 
contest, they haven’t allowed less 
than 28 points in a game this year. 
Oklahoma State’s defense is medi-
ocre at best as it’s in the bottom 
half of the country in scoring and 
rushing defense and 103rd in pass 
defense. After taking on an ath-
letic and experienced Oklahoma 
defense, Texas’ offense should be 
much more productive this week.
Then again, a lockdown de-
fense isn’t  a  luxur y a team 
that’s capable of putting up 70 
points necessarily needs. But 
if the Longhorns give up any-
thing close to the 55 they gave 
up to Oklahoma, they won’t 
have much of a chance to beat 
Oklahoma State.
OSU continues from PAGE 7 TCU continues from PAGE 1
“ “Joining the Big 12 connects us not only to schools with whom we share a rich tradition in sports, but also to 
schools committed to 
academic excellence.
 — Victor Boschini Jr,  TCU chancellor
NBA commissioner Stern cancels 
regular season’s first two weeks
NEW YORK — Two weeks of 
the NBA season are gone and more 
are in jeopardy because of what 
Commissioner David Stern calls 
“the gulf that separates us” in labor 
negotiations.
Sitcking to his deadlin, Stern 
wiped out the first two weeks of 
the season — exactly 100 games — 
after more than seven hours of ne-
gotiations failed to produce a new 
labor deal and preserve the Nov. 1 
season openers. 
The cancellation markthe NBA’s 
first work stopage since the 1998-99 
season was reduced to 50 games.
“With every day that goes by, I 
think we need to look at further re-
ductions,” Stern said.
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Yesterday’s solution
Arrr matey. This scurrvy beast is today’s answerrrrrr.
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whether to vote for the deal, 
rather than like in the Big Ten 
or Pac-12 where the rights were 
all granted to the conference,” 
he said. “In all the other confer-
ences frankly, the commissioners 
have the rights to sell, and there 
isn’t this negotiation between the 
schools and the conference to 
see what they are going to take 
to the marketplace.”
The  conference  recent ly 
agreed to a right-sharing deal 
similar to the one Beebe pro-
posed two years ago that will al-
low it to share tier-one and tier-
two television revenue equal-
ly. This means that a school 
turns over the television rights 
to its best football and basket-
ball games to the conference. 
If, for instance, Missouri, want-
ed to leave for the SEC — which 
continues to be an object spec-
ulation — the Big 12 would still 
make money off of the games it 
would play against powerhouse 
teams like Florida, Alabama, LSU 
or any other team in the confer-
ence. The Big 12’s new deal is a 
six-year commitment.
Nebraska and Colorado left 
the conference in 2010, followed 
by Texas A&M this summer. 
While Nebraska said they left on 
the grounds of receiving a high-
er television payday from the Big 
Ten, the Aggies left because of 
Texas’ business deal with ESPN.
“Texas A&M didn’t leave be-
cause of money, because we were 
able to demonstrate that they 
were in line for as much, if not 
more money in the Big 12,” Bee-
be said. “[Texas A&M] cited is-
sues with the Longhorn Net-
work. I wish that we would have 
had a chance to address specifi-
cally what they wouldn’t wanted 
to had happened with that be-
fore they went and had meetings 
with the Southeastern Confer-
ence. The issues they were rais-
ing were things we would have 
dealt with most part.“
One of those issues was the 
Longhorn Network’s intentions 
to air high school football games, 
which Texas A&M representa-
tives believed would have giv-
en the Longhorns an unfair re-
cruiting advantage. The NCAA 
recently banned the Longhorn 
Network from showing high 
school games, as per its policy, 
and Beebe said he would have 
addressed that issue regard-
less. Beebe received heat from 
the media and a few university 
leaders around the conference 
for a perceived bias towards 
Texas, which he denies.
“All I ever did was what I 
thought was best for the over-
all conference,” Beebe said. “A 
number of things that I raised 
and abdicated for would have 
helped Texas, sure, but a num-
ber of things I pushed for weren’t 
great for Texas. At the end of the 
day, the commissioner doesn’t 
ever try to help one school over 
the other. I did what was best for 
the whole.”
And now, just as the Big 12 
is preparing to add TCU to its 
ranks, the man who oversaw the 
conference during times of its 
greatest confusion must be hap-
py to see the intercollegiate ath-
letic conference move forward 
with some sense of stability and 
purpose. After all, he did try to 
keep up with expansion trend 
and add to the Big 12, but his 
plans were derailed this summer 
once Oklahoma began consider-
ing a conference move.
“We formed an expansion 
committee during this last sum-
mer’s talks of more realignment, 
but we put it on hold when Okla-
homa said ‘well we want to ex-
plore our options as well,’” he 
said. “When that happened we 
weren’t really going to be able 
to attract other institutions, be-
cause the question then became 
‘well who is going to even be [in 
the Big 12]?”
Beebe made it clear that he has 
no ill-will towards the Big 12 and 
that he only wants to see it con-
tinue to foster better inter-con-
ference relationships between 
its teams. He emphasized a clear 
respect for the conference and 
hopes that schools will put the 
considerations of the student-
athlete first when considering 
conference choices.
“The [Big 12] conference is 
bigger than Dan Beebe. It is 
something that is of extreme val-
ue to this region and this part of 
the country and I think the best 
thing for this area is if the con-
ference holds together,” he said. 
“I have a tremendous amount of 
care about the conference and its 
continuation and I was honored 
to serve. I understand that they 
needed another voice or what-
ever, and it’s sad and unfortu-
nate for me personally, but if it 
is what can help hold the confer-
ence together, then that’s great.”
With the addition of TCU and 
the new grant-of-right deal, it 
seems as though the Big 12 wa-
ters have calmed for now. Na-
t ional ly  though,  there  are 
schools still looking to make 
moves in and out of conferenc-
es such as the Big East and Con-
ference-USA. But Beebe cau-
tions against the very tangible 
possibility of schools exploring 
realignment options.
“My whole view of the inter-
collegiate world is that we need 
to have institutions that com-
pete based on their orienta-
tions,” he said. “Where do they 
get their students and where do 
their alumni go to work and live? 
When you disconnect from that, 
then I think you’re facing some 







Classic 2 bedroom 2 bath 
loft style apartment, 
1500 a month, One year 
lease. dhays2000@mac.
com
 x ID 3078686
420 Unf. Houses
CUTE HOUSE 3Bdr 2Ba 
w 2 car garage close to 
UT bus routes/transit 
center
$1200 month, $700 de-
posit 512-339-2301 
426 Furnished Rooms
FURNISHED ROOM FOR 
RENT Luxury condo in 
Southwest Austin with 
furnished room for rent. 
Private bathe, 1500 sq. ft. 
condo on greenbelt close 
to Mopak, shopping, res-
taurants, etc. Young at 
heart senior with sweet 
lab, open minded, and 
Texas friendly owner. 








(as we’ve come to know 
it)! Shortly after the cor-
rupt world economic 
system collapses, one 
unfathomably wise per-
son prophesied by ALL 
major world religions will 
speak to all of humanity. 
He will NOT come across 
as a religious fi gure, 
cannot be assassinated 
& does not want to be 
worshipped. He is inspir-
ing mankind to rebuild 
the world based upon 
the principles of Shar-
ing, Justice, & Love so 
that everyone may have 
the basic necessities of 
life: food, shelter, heath 
care & education. Read 
all about it at: www.
theEmergence.org
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Mad Science needs 




dren’s birthday parties. 
Must have dependable 
car and prior experience 
working with groups of 
elementary age children. 
We provide the training 
and equipment. If you 
enjoy working with chil-
dren and are looking to 
work only a few hours 
per week, this is the job 
for you! Pay: $25 - $35 
per 1 hr. class. Call 892-





sary. Training available. 





Center, seeks Teaching 
Assistants for ages 6 
weeks-5 years Shifts M-F 
8:00-12:30 and/or 2:30-





Earn up to $9/hr for an 
on-campus, fl exible job 
that is a great resumÈ 
builder. For more info 
visit uta.thecallingcen-






Sweet Central Austin 
family with 3 kids (5,7,9) 
need afternoon nanny 
immediately(!) to pick up 
kids from school, BBsit, 
& drive to nearby after-
school activities. Must 
have dependable car, be 
punctual and fun! Exp. 
w active, smart, fun, 
kids important. Some 
lite housecleaning. 20+ 
hours a week from 2:15-
6:30 weekdays. Pay 
$12ph + gas and expens-
es. 512-899-2629
800 General Help Wanted
STUDENTPAY-
OUTS.COM
Paid Survey Takers 
Needed In Austin. 100% 
FREE To Join! Click On 
Surveys.
EARN $1000-$3200 A 
month to drive our brand 
new cars with ads. www. 
FreeCarJobs.com 
875 Medical Study






Regular rate 15 words for 
one day=$12.50/ for one 
week=$42.08/ for two 
weeks=$67.20 & $.50 per 
additional word.
All ads appear online at 
no charge unless you opt 
for enhancements which 






CALL 512.471.5244 or 
self-service to submit Ad 
at dailytexanonline.com




ADVERTISING TERMS There are no refunds or credits. In the event of errors made in advertisement, notice 
must be given by 10 am the fi rst day of publication, as the publishers are responsible for only ONE incorrect 
insertion. In consideration of The Daily Texan’s acceptance of advertising copy for publication, the agency 
and the advertiser will indemnify and save harmless, Texas Student Media and its offi cers, employees and 
agents against all loss, liability, damage and expense of whatsoever nature arising out of the copying, print-
ing or publishing of its advertisement including without limitation reasonable attorney’s fees resulting from 
claims of suits for libel, violation of right of privacy, plagiarism and copyright and trademark infringement. 
All ad copy  must be approved by the newspaper which reserves the right to request changes, reject or 
properly classify an ad. The advertiser, and not the newspaper, is responsible for the truthful content of the 
ad. Advertising is also subject to credit approval.

































you saw it 
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Up to $3000 
Healthy & Non-Smoking 
BMI between 19 and 30
Wed. 26 Oct. through Sat. 29 Oct.
Thu. 3 Nov. through Sat. 5 Nov.
Thu. 10 Nov. through Sat. 12 Nov.
Thu. 17 Nov. through Sat. 19 Nov.





BMI between 18 and 30
Weigh at least 121 lbs.
Thu. 27 Oct. through Mon. 31 Oct.





BMI between 18 and 30
Tue. 1 Nov. through Fri. 4 Nov.






BMI between 18 and 30
Weigh between 110 and 220
Thu. 3 Nov. through Mon. 7 Nov. 
Thu. 10 Nov. through Mon. 14 Nov.
Thu. 17 Nov. through Mon. 21 Nov.
Thu. 1 Dec. through Mon. 5 Dec.





BMI between 18 and 29.9
Fri. 4 Nov. through Mon. 7 Nov.
Fri. 11 Nov. through Mon. 14 Nov.
Outpatient Visit: 21 Nov.
PPD conducts medically supervised research studies 
to help evaluate new investigational medications. 
PPD has been conducting research studies in Austin 
for more than 25 years.  The qualifi cations for each 
study are listed below.  You must be available to 
remain in our facility for all dates listed for a study 
to be eligible.  Call today for more information.
10 Tuesday, October 11, 2011SPORTS
Week 5 of the fantasy season is 
in the books. Here are a few fan-
tasy players who had scorching 
performances, plus a few who 
made owners shake their heads 
in disgust.
Victor Cruz, 
New York Giants 
One great game can be an 
anomaly and two can still be a 
fluke. But when you get to three, 
it becomes a trend. Cruz has 
now ascended into trend territo-
ry after an eight-catch 161-yard 
day against the Seahawks. This is 
the third straight game where he 
has 98 yards or more, and he is 
quickly becoming Eli Manning’s 




The NFL’s most talked about 
backup finally saw the field after 
starter Kyle Orton struggled in 
the first half, and he performed 
well. Tebow passed for 79 yards 
and made a real impact running 
the ball, finishing the day with 
16 points in ESPN leagues. Den-
ver is heading into its bye week 
and with a full-blown quarter-
back controversy, but look for 
the former Heisman winner to 
come out on top.
A.J. Green, 
Cincinnati Bengals 
The rookie has quietly been 
one of the most consistent op-
tions at wide receiver this year, 
putting up 10 or more points in 
each of his first four games. Ex-
pect Green to keep it up next 
week with the Bengals taking on 
a weak Colts secondary.
Thomas Jones, 
Kansas City Chiefs 
He just  hasn’t  gotten the 
job done filling in for Jamaal 
Charles. Jones is only averaging 
three points a game since be-
coming the starter and — even 
worse — he hasn’t averaged more 
than 3.3 yards a carry in any of 
those games. Jones should ride 
your bench for a while and, if he 
doesn’t turn it around quickly, 
should be dropped for a steadi-
er option.
Mario Manningham, 
New York Giants 
As Cruz has gone up in the 
Giants pecking order, Manning-
ham has fallen. He has not had 
more than five fantasy points 
yet, and since coming back from 
injury two weeks ago, has only 
been targeted six times. Watch 
carefully next week to see his 
targets, and if they’re lower than 




Four points from your quar-
terback:  ouch.  That was the 
number Kolb put up this week, 
following a five point-perfor-
mance the week before. With 
little talent outside other than 
Larry Fitzgerald, Kolb is strug-
g l ing .  Therefore,  he  should 
never  see  the  l ight  of  your 
starting lineup.
Tim Tebow almost 
led the Denver 
Broncos to a dramat-
ic comeback victory 
over the San Diego 
Chargers Sunday, 
sparking a quarter-
back controversy. If 
he wins the job, he 
could be worth pick-
ing up. 











BEEBE continues from PAGE 1
“ “At the end of the day; the commissioner doesn’t ever try to 
help one school over 
the other.




The “marriage plot” refers to a sto-
rytelling device commonly used by 
19th century novelists such as Jane 
Austen and Henry James, in which 
the female protagonist can only ce-
ment her destiny by finding and mar-
rying the man that will secure her 
happiness and financial future. Be-
cause 19th century women were ex-
tremely limited financially, politically 
and socially, their futures rode entire-
ly on their ability to marry a suitable 
man. Although the marriage plot was 
central to 19th century life, it seems 
all but obsolete today. 
However, Jeffrey Eugenides takes 
the idea and places it into a modern 
context in his latest novel “The Mar-
riage Plot,” keenly examining how rel-
evant the labyrinth of romantic diffi-
culties and successes is in a contempo-
rary society in which women’s societal 
positions are nearly equal to men’s, 
rather than blatantly subordinate.
Despite having only previous-
ly published two novels in his nearly 
20 year-long career as an author, Eu-
genides has made a significant im-
pact on the literary world. His first 
book, “The Virgin Suicides,” got sig-
nificant mainstream attention even 
before Sophia Coppola’s film adap-
tation. In 2002, “Middlesex” won the 
Pulitzer Prize for fiction and is con-
sidered by some scholars to be a Great 
American Novel in the tradition of 
John Steinbeck and William Faulkner. 
Eugenides returns nearly a decade lat-
er to release “The Marriage Plot.”
“The Marriage Plot” centers on three 
friends in the early 1980s — Madeline, 
Leonard and Mitchell — and follows 
them through their final year at Brown 
University and into their first tumultu-
ous steps into the post-graduate world. 
Beautiful, over-achieving and slight-
ly spoiled Madeline is at the center of 
an uneasy love triangle: She’s in love 
with the intelligent but deeply troubled 
manic-depressive Leonard, but spurns 
her friend Mitchell’s advances because 
she’s turned off by “the kind of smart, 
sane, parent-pleasing boy” she knows 
she should marry.
Madeline, an English major swept 
up in the romance of the Victori-
an novel even though her peers es-
chew such sentimentality, finds her-
self caught up in her own marriage 
plot. She finds it increasingly difficult 
to deal with Leonard’s deteriorating 
emotional state, leaving him an unde-
sirable romantic prospect despite her 
best efforts to aid his rehabilitation. 
Mitchell, on the other hand, sets off 
on a journey of self-discovery in India, 
but finds himself unable to shake his 
thoughts of Madeline.
Although not quite reaching the 
heights of importance of his cultur-
ally explosive “Middlesex,” Eugenides 
continues to write with a deft confi-
dence and deals with his subjects in 
an incisive and often poignant way. 
His privileged and self-involved char-
acters can occasionally be infuriating, 
but Eugenides realizes their faults and 
always manages to ground them with 
emotional resonance and relatability. 
Ultimately, Eugenides seems to come 
to the conclusion that the marriage 
plot, rather than being an outmoded 
and tired vehicle for storytelling, is all 
the more complicated and fascinating 








BMI between 19 and 30
Wed. 26 Oct. through Sat. 29 Oct.
Thu. 3 Nov. through Sat. 5 Nov.
Thu. 10 Nov. through Sat. 12 Nov.
Thu. 17 Nov. through Sat. 19 Nov.






BMI between 18 and 30









BMI between 18 and 30
Tue. 1 Nov. through Fri. 4 Nov.







BMI between 18 and 30
Weigh between 110 and 220
Thu. 3 Nov. through Mon. 7 Nov. 
Thu. 10 Nov. through Mon. 14 Nov.
Thu. 17 Nov. through Mon. 21 Nov.
Thu. 1 Dec. through Mon. 5 Dec.






BMI between 18 and 29.9
Fri. 4 Nov. through Mon. 7 Nov.
Fri. 11 Nov. through Mon. 14 Nov.
Outpatient Visit: 21 Nov.
Everybody counts on having safe, 
effective medicine for anything from 
the common cold to heart disease. But 
making sure medications are safe is a 
complex and careful process.
At PPD,  
to help evaluate medications being 
developed – maybe like you. You must 
meet certain requirements to qualify, 
including a free medical exam and 
screening tests. We have research 
studies available in many different 
lengths, and you’ll find current studies 
listed here weekly.   
PPD has been conducting research 
studies in Austin for more than 25 years. 





For those who like: 
Jonathan Franzen





BOOK continues from PAGE 12
“The Better Angels of Our Nature: 
Why Violence Has Declined,” we are 
living in the most peaceful time in 
the history of humanity. Even with 
the combined bloodshed of the two 
world wars, the atomic bomb, school 
shootings, gang wars, drug trade and 
serial killers, the 20th century wasn’t 
nearly as violent as the Dark Ages 
or, and this is a real shocker, the Re-
naissance. In any reasonable defini-
tion of violence  — and Pinker goes 
through many of them — the world 
is in a state of relative peace.
Inspired by a few brief paragraphs 
that Pinker wrote in 2007 for edge.
org, which were then expanded into 
a TED talk, the book is roughly bro-
ken into two parts. The first cata-
logues the types of violence in previ-
ous eras as well as some of the large 
scale trends that caused its gradu-
al reduction, while the second, more 
tenuous part offers psychological ex-
planations for how human nature 
has undergone a very real change 
over the past 10,000 years.
Pinker argues a minority view-
point, but it’s a view that many ex-
perts agree with. Additionally, he’s 
very persuasive in the book and 
builds up a very strong case, an-
ticipating the reader’s arguments 
and addressing them almost before 
the reader can come up with them. 
He supports his points with non-
stop graphs, but takes the time to 
explain where the data came from 
and, when estimates are necessary, 
is sure to indicate whether they’re 
low-end or high-end and why.
As a result, this is a very long 
book — just under 700 pages of text 
with an additional 150 pages of end-
notes, references and index — but 
it’s also a very readable and enter-
taining one. For such a hefty work, 
it’s tough to put down. Pinker offers 
a very professional tone, as he did in 
his other books including the won-
derful “How the Mind Works” and 
“The Language Instinct,” but he also 
inserts a dry and sometimes laugh 
out loud sense of humor. He takes 
his time, explaining some of the 
more complex ideas in such a way 
that all but the most impatient read-
ers should be able to follow. Like a 
good professor, he inspires inter-
est not just by his enthusiasm for 
the topic, but in his ability to make 
it interesting. But he also forces his 
students to think and the ideas will 
dance around in your mind long af-
ter you turn the final page.
Pinker deals with strongly po-
litical topics in this book, but isn’t 
afraid of siding with an uncomfort-
able viewpoint if the evidence seems 
to support it. He argues strong-
ly against the “blank slate” opinion 
of humanity, in which we’re mold-
ed only by our environment, as well 
as the “noble savage” stereotype, in 
which Native Americans were liv-
ing peacefully on the American 
continent until Western Europeans 
came and corrupted them. And, in 
the end, while he comes across as a 
left-leaning voter, he’s not afraid to 
support strongly conservative view-
points, including the idea that dis-
armament is not an effective means 
of reducing violence and that the 
open market is one of the main rea-
sons that violence has gone down. 
It’s refreshing to read something by 
someone who has strong opinions 
for good reasons that don’t necessar-
ily gel with a specific ideology.
“The Better Angels of Our Na-
ture” is bound to go down as a clas-
sic that begs to be read carefully. 
Though sometimes appearing ide-
alist, Pinker very rarely states what 
the next few years may bring. In-
stead, he repeatedly makes the 
point that, though this is what his-
tory has shown, there are no guar-
antees that it will continue. The 
moral of the story is not to sit back 
and relax, thanking our lucky stars 
for the world we live in, but to push 
forward and continue the trend.
ALBUM continues from PAGE 12 COMIC continues from PAGE 12
and how much they’re aiming 
to raise. Then they describe the 
project with a few paragraphs 
and a short, explanatory video. 
The brevity makes for “a tough 
sell,” according to Adam Tinius. 
The fate of the project lies in the 
hands of the investors — “back-
ers,” as the site calls them.
Backers find a project they 
want to support and pledge a 
certain amount of money. De-
pending on how much money 
a user pledges, they’re rewarded 
with a benefit that corresponds 
with the amount donated. With 
“Holli Hoxxx,” the Tinius broth-
ers used incentives like posters, 
signed copies of the books and 
T-shirts to entice their 28 back-
ers. The six people who donated 
at the $500 level were rewarded 
with characters that were mod-
eled after each backer’s likeness. 
Dani Raschel, a Kickstarter user 
from Laredo, donated about $35 
(a pledge-level that entitles her to 
a hand-screened “Holli Hoxxx” 
poster and a printed copy of the 
book) to the project when she 
discovered it on the site.
“I was just messing around on 
Kickstarter and I typed in ‘com-
ics’ just to see what came up,” 
Raschel said. “I saw the guys are 
from Austin and I love Austin. 
So I was like ‘I’ll just go ahead 
and support these guys.’ I haven’t 
really seen any of the artwork, 
just what was up on the video. It 
looked good.” 
Adam Tinius said that with-
out Kickstarter, they probably 
would have completed the book 
anyway, but they would have had 
to sink a lot more money into it. 
With Kickstarter and other on-
line outlets, not only were they 
able to raise enough money, Ti-
nius said that they also created 
a buzz around their project and 
got the fans involved.
“It’s a really cool service,” 
Adam Tinius said. “It helps peo-
ple out and spreads the word and 
gets people to help fund projects 
that without their help wouldn’t 
get off the ground.”
that has contributed to Zola Je-
sus’ inspirations. There is an im-
pending sensibility produced by 
a menacing synth, mechanical-
sounding samples and a pound-
ing double-bass drum. 
However, the tracks soften, 
both lyrically and audibly as the 
album progresses. The sound 
begins to flow a bit more at ease, 
with touches of cello, piano, vio-
lin and viola, allowing the listen-
er in on Danilova’s anxiety and 
strife through a unique twist of 
symphonic melodies.
The seasonal appeal of Cona-
tus sets a chilling frost, Danilo-
va’s voice reminiscent of Sioux-
sie Sioux and resolution compa-
rable to Patti Smith. The album 
itself seems as though the artist 
were venting in the middle of a 
tundra horizon, her song oscil-
lating against icebergs.
The cohesive song titles re-
veal a wintery aesthetic, and the 
white-schemed album art reso-
nates with the transient-like na-
ture of Zola Jesus. The album 
cover is suggestive of the al-
bum as a whole: Danilova’s 
face hiding behind sheer fab-
ric, echoing her forlorn state, yet 
evoking her willingness to share 
her pain with the world.
“Hikikomori” allows the lis-
tener to writhe along with Da-
nilova, as the vocals convey a 
sort of helplessness. The artist 
seems to grapple for air and her 
song struggles to escape from 
her vocal passage. The term 
“hikikomori,” referring to an in-
dividual withdrawn from society 
through self-confinement, is re-
flective of Danilova’s childhood 
of secluded opera singing.
“Seekir” is one of the more up-
beat tracks on Conatus. With a 
quicker-paced drum beat and 
synth frequency, a more poppy 
element is introduced to the al-
bum, generating a livelier timbre 
and higher-pitched vocals. “Col-
lapse” concludes the album, and 
as the song implies, demonstrates 
Danilova’s complete vulnerability. 
It expels any abrasive notions at-
tached to the previous tracks, and 
wraps up the album in the utter 
rawness of emotional struggle.
BOOK REVIEW: THE MARRIAGE PLOT
 Other than sex, few things are 
more interesting to humans than vi-
olence. We pay good money to watch 
gory movies and video games, de-
plore the acts of violence we see on 
the news (but still can’t stop talking 
about them) and curse all of those 
other drivers who stop to look at the 
bloody accident, only do the same 
when we’re close enough to see. 
And, if you talk to almost anybody, 
they’ll say that there’s too much vi-
olence and bloodshed in the world 
today and it’s getting worse.
True enough, there may be “too 
much” violence, but according to Ste-
ven Pinker in his superbly researched 
By Robert Starr
Daily Texan Staff
 There is a haunting thrill lis-
tening to Russian-American 
singer/songwriter Nika Roza 
Danilova’s voice backed up by 
layers of goth-wave-gloom-pop 
generated by synth, drum and 
bass. Danilova’s musical project 
Zola Jesus’ latest album, Cona-
tus, serves as a testament to her 
musical genius.
Conatus, meaning effort or 
striving in Latin, starts off by im-
plementing the industrial edge 
 It’s 2051 and all the gravity on 
Earth is gone. Manhattan Island 
floats in the sky and two companies 
battle it out for control of the weight-
less world while a slew of other char-
acters are caught in the crossfire.
In a sci-fi reality like the one de-
scribed in the graphic novel “Hol-
li Hoxxx,” it might be reasonable to 
expect that cyberspace would be a 
thing of the past  — the VCR of the 
latter 21st century. But according to 
Adam and Austin Tinius, the broth-
ers who imagined and wrote the 
book, the story wouldn’t have stood 
a chance without the Internet.
“The Internet has been every-
thing basically,” said Adam Tinius, 
a UT radio-television-film alum-
nus. “When we started off, Austin 
was in Denton, I was in Austin and 
the artist [Stefano Cardoselli] was 
in Italy. It all happened because of 
talking on the Internet. It’s hard 
to think how this would’ve been 
made back in the ’70s. It would 
have been extremely difficult.”
The graphic novel began as 
just an idea: Manhattan unteth-
ered from the Earth, an island 
city floating in the air. Austin Ti-
nius, a 29-year-old screenprint-
er and University of North Tex-
as alumnus who thought up the 
idea for the weightless city, told 
his brother Adam about it, and 
the two decided to make a com-
ic book together. Then came the 
hard part — actually making the 
comic book. That’s where the In-
ternet came in.
With the help of services like 
Kickstarter and deviantART.com, 
sites that connect projects with in-
vestors and artists with other art-
ists, respectively, the Tinius broth-
ers managed to see that initial idea 
through to near-completion.
They found Stefano Cardoselli, 
the series’ artist who lives in Italy 
and has illustrated for comics like 
“Heavy Metal” and “Robodeath,” 
after posting an ad on devian-
tART. Communicating over the 
Internet, the team wrote and illus-
trated the first issue. It was funded 
by the brothers’ own money and 
released in November 2010.
Now, the team is in the process of 
completing the second installment 
in the six-part series. The second is-
sue is set to be released this Novem-
ber. Before they discovered Kick-
starter, however, the brothers didn’t 
have enough money to pay for its 
completion. Austin Tinius intro-
duced his brother to the service and 
after 60 days of fundraising, they 
had solved their funding issues.
“Sites like those really open 
up your options that much more 
to a whole world of people that 
want to help tell stories,” Adam 
Tinius said. “I honestly don’t 
know how we could have afford-
ed the second issue without the 
help of all the these people, it’s 
been awesome.” 
The brothers are using the 
$6,576 they raised to pay Cardosel-
li for his illustrations, printing and 
towards paying a cover artist.
Kickstarter, created in 2009, 
is an online pledge system de-
signed to fund independent proj-
ects. The projects are diverse — 
there’s anything from film to mu-
sic to tech projects among the 
thousands on the site. Users who 
start a project decide how long 






Car Wash / Oil Change
with coupon or student id
www.arborcarwash.com
SUPER SUPER
Come as you a re.
EZ’s Brick Oven & Grill is original, fun and noisy. 
EZ’s is about fresh, healthy and tasty food, 
trans fat and MSG free. Burgers, pizzas, salads 
and signature dishes all made from scratch daily. 
Save $2 on any entree with your student or faculty 
I.D. (limit one entree per person per visit).
Sign up for additional discounts 
by texting EZ5 to 45384.
3918 North Lamar / Take Out / 512.302.1800 / EZsRestaurants.com 
Please present coupons with incoming or-
ders. Coupons not valid with other offers or 
3 Pant Specials. Only one coupon per visit.
Please present coupons with incoming or-
ders. Coupons not valid with other offers or 
3 Pant Specials. Only one coupon per visit.
Open Monday - Friday 7am - 7pm
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Using websites such as deviantART and Kickstarter, the creators of “Holli Hoxxx” found artists to depict the story as well as donors to fund the 
project into its next stage, making it easier to take the comic to a higher level. 
By Aaron West
Daily Texan Staff
Pinker’s tome posits we live 
in a time of relative peace
COMIC continues on PAGE 11
The Better Angels of Our Nature: 




For those who like: Guns, Germs 
and Steel, The Rational Optimist, 
How the Mind Works
BOOK continues on PAGE 11
Conatus
Zola Jesus
Genre: Lo-Fi, Noise Pop, Ambient, 
Alternative
For those who like: 




ALBUM continues on PAGE 11
Operatic seclusion informs
longing songs of Zola Jesus
Web gave a ‘kickstart’ to graphic novel 
BOOK REVIEW: 
THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
CD REVIEW: CONATUS
